
Greens Committee Meeting 

June 23, 2013, 6:30pm in Break room of Maintenance Building 

 

Attendees: 

 Sue Kahler, Mike Farina, Carl Jahn, Steve Solsky, Bob Miskanin 

Steve was commended on the excellent condition of the course. 

Bob explained the equipment lease and thanked Sue and Steve for their work on the process. 

The BoD and the bank have approved the lease and Steve has contacted MTE. They will 

supply the paperwork for Mike Zegarelli to sign on tomorrow. We will attempt to get 

the equipment in house ASAP. 

There was a brief discussion about the tall grass on the course, because a few members have 

expressed their dislike. There is unanimous agreement that the grass will stay as is. 

We discussed what projects should be undertaken for the coming year: 

Bunker rebuilds on holes 3 & 4 are the first to work on. We would like to see an 

architect’s ideas on what should/could be done. Bob will contact Berry Jordan for 

information on the cost of his evaluation. 

Installing a drywell on 13 to help relieve the water collecting on the fairway. We believe 

we can do this project in house with volunteer labor. We will need sod to complete the 

work. Possibly from another location on the course. 

The missing foot bridge in front of the 3rd forward tee should be replaced. Mike F will 

work with Steve on the design and accusation of materials. The work will be completed 

with volunteer labor. Sue stated that the Woman’s Association would contribute some 

moneys for the materials. She will check on what funds may be available. 

The trees on the right and left side of the 8th fairway continue to block sunlight. 

Replacing the pines on the right with hardwood trees and cutting “lanes” in the pines on 

the left to allow more sunlight through. These are both winter projects open for 

discussion. 



A brief discussion about the frequency of Greens meetings resulted in an agreement of about 

every 6 weeks. Therefore our next meeting is tenitivly scheduled for Monday, August 5 at 

6:30pm.    

 

Thank you 

Bob Miskanin 


